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ABSTRACT: Reduction of the reservoir permeability during
supercritical CO2 fracturing caused significant reservoir damage,
which directly affects the crude oil recovery rate. This investigation
explored a novel thickener for supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid,
this CO2 thickener not only effectively improves the viscosity and
rheological properties of CO2 fracturing fluid but also contributes
to reduce reservoir damage and improve permeability. The
research results indicated that the synthesized CO2 thickener (3
wt %) can increase the apparent viscosity of supercritical CO2
fracturing fluid to 7 mPa·s, and a 9% matrix permeability damage
rate and a 0.5 mD permeability decrease value are shown in a 3%
CO2 fracturing fluid. However, 3 wt % of commercial CO2
thickener only increases the apparent viscosity of supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid to 3 mPa·s, while the reservoir damage rate
increases to 13%. Two thickeners exhibit completely different damage capabilities to the reservoir, and the synthesized CO2
thickener shows excellent characteristics of reducing reservoir permeability and is also conducive to protecting shale reservoirs.
Furthermore, supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid containing synthetic thickeners has better temperature and shear resistance compared
with commercial thickeners. This may be because the synthesized thickener and the micro grid formed by supercritical CO2 reduce
the adsorption in shale crevices, but a large amount of commercial thickeners can adsorb on the surface of shale.

1. INTRODUCTION
Economic development has promoted the continuous enrich-
ment of human material life and the improvement of life
quality, but this is based on the consumption of a large amount
of fossil fuels such as oil and gas.1,2 Nevertheless, conventional
energy sources such as oil, as nonrenewable energy sources,
continue to decrease with significant consumption.3 The
unconventional resources such as shale oil and gas as
alternative energy sources has become a research hotspot for
petroleum engineers.4 Reservoir stimulation is used to improve
the crude oil recovery rate of reservoirs and can also achieve
unconventional oil exploration in reservoirs.5 As an important
component of reservoir stimulation, fracturing operations can
significantly improve the extraction capacity of crude oil.6

However, the differences in fracturing operations show
different advantages and disadvantages for different reservoir
conditions. As a fracturing type that can be applied to most
reservoirs, water-based fracturing can easily form a water
sensitivity effect on shale reservoirs.7 A poor stability and safety
prevent oil-based fracturing fluid and foam fracturing fluid
from being used in shale reservoir additionally. Therefore, an
effective fracturing method should be explored by petroleum
engineers to enhance oil and gas recovery in shale
reservoirs.8−10

CO2 fracturing technology is gradually receiving attention
and being proposed due to the greenhouse effect and the
urgent demand for unconventional energy.11,12 CO2 at 31.26
°C and 7.38 MPa exhibits a supercritical state, which can
greatly change the CO2 property greatly. Numerous advantages
(minimal water sensitivity effect, weak water pollution, and
mitigating greenhouse effects) can be achieved by applying
supercritical CO2 fracturing technology to energy extraction in
shale reservoirs.13−15 However, some shortcomings of super-
critical CO2 fracturing technology are constantly exposed as
research deepens. Crack propagation and gravel transport
cannot be achieved according to the extremely low CO2
viscosity (>0.04 mPa·s).16 The addition of oilfield chemicals
such as fluorides, hydrocarbons, and siloxanes were considered
as an effective measure to improve CO2 fracturing fluids.
Fluoroacrylate−styrene random copolymers caused a 3−10
fold increase in CO2 viscosity (0.12−0.4 mPa·s) with 1 wt %
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fluoropolymer at 25 °C and 35 MPa.17 A 1.2−1.5 times (0.1−
0.16 mPa·s) than that of pure CO2 was shown after CO2
dissolving the acetoxyl-terminated propylene oxide homopol-
ymer.18 2 mPa·s of CO2 viscosity was shown with a 2 wt %
siloxane thickener at 303 K and 12 MPa, siloxane presented a
more excellent thickening property than that of fluorides and
hydrocarbons.19 Furthermore, silicone thickeners exhibit 12%
reservoir damage,15 but the reservoir damage of supercritical
CO2 fracturing fluids containing fluorides or hydrocarbons has
not yet been explored. Although fluorinated substances can
effectively improve CO2 viscosity, their inherent drawbacks
such as high cost and groundwater pollution also hinder their
practical application.20 Hydrocarbon compounds cannot satisfy
the fracturing conditions of oilfield sites due to the low
solubility and thickening of hydrocarbon compounds in the
CO2 fracturing fluids. Although the addition of cosolvents can
improve solubility, the thickening ability remains unchanged
by cosolvents.18 Silicone-based thickeners can avoid certain
defects of fluorinated and hydrocarbon-based fluids and
become potential thickeners for CO2 fracturing fluids.
Therefore, chemists and petroleum engineers actively
embellish the chemical structure of siloxanes to ameliorate
limited thickening, reservoir damage, and sand carrying
capacity.21

In the present investigation, a novel silicone thickener
containing functional groups was prepared according to the
molecular interactions between siloxanes and the CO2
molecules. In addition, the effect of thickener content,
reservoir temperature, reservoir pressure, and shear rate on
the apparent viscosity of supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid was
first investigated. Subsequently, the influence of the CO2
fracturing fluid under different conditions on the fracture
permeability continues to be analyzed. Finally, the microscopic
mechanisms of apparent viscosity and permeability of the CO2
fracturing fluid affected by different thickeners are revealed
from a molecular perspective. Novel thickeners can provide
basic theoretical references for shale reservoir protection and
performance improvement of the CO2 fracturing fluid.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Experimental Materials. Analytical grade exper-

imental materials were used for this investigation, and all
chemicals were dried (100 °C) before use. Octamethylcyclote-
trasiloxane (99.5%), tetramethyltetraphenylsiloxane (99.8%),

and tetramethyltetrahydrosiloxane (99.5%) are donated by
Nanjing Chemical Reagent Company. Acrylic acid-3-(trime-
thoxysilyl) propyl ester, chloroplatinic acid, concentrated
sulfuric acid, and sodium bicarbonate were purchased from
Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd. Ultrapure water is self-made in the
laboratory, and the rock core is taken from the Gulong Shale
Block in Daqing Oilfield, CNPC.
2.2. Experimental Instruments. The experimental equip-

ment used in this experiment was self-designed and assembled
by the laboratory, and the entire experimental device is mainly
used to measure the apparent viscosity and reservoir
permeability changes of the supercritical CO2 fracturing fluid.
It is divided into four parts (Figure 1) based on the properties
and device functions of CO2 fracturing fluid. The mixing part
of the CO2 fracturing fluid mainly consists of a base fluid tank,
a CO2 thickener tank, and a pressure resistant steel cylinder
with a transparent window. The evenly mixed CO2 fracturing
fluid is pressed into a pressure resistant steel cylinder
containing a transparent window to observe the solubility
and miscibility of the CO2 thickener in the fracturing fluid. The
apparent viscosity of the CO2 fracturing fluid is mainly
measured using a capillary viscometer, and different diameters
of capillaries can be replaced for different viscosity character-
istics of the fracturing fluid. The permeability evaluation of
CO2 fracturing fluid on underground reservoirs is mainly
measured through the core permeability measurement of the
core holder, but the fracturing fluid needs to be pressurized
before entering the core to meet the actual pressure
requirements. The data inside the capillary and permeability
data are ultimately transmitted to the data processing terminal
for analysis.
2.3. Apparent Viscosity of CO2 Fracturing Fluid. The

rheological characteristics of CO2 fracturing fluid follow the
relevant data of laminar fluid, therefore a viscosity calculation
formula for laminar fluid is used to evaluate the thickening
ability of CO2 thickeners (eq 1).22
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where η is the apparent viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid, mPa·
s. Shear stress and shear rate could be presented from τw and
γw. D and L are the diameter and length of a capillary tube, m.

Figure 1. Performance evaluation device for the CO2 fracturing fluid.
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Δp and υ present the pressure difference and flow rate at both
ends of the capillary tube, MPa and m/s.
In addition, the rheological index n and consistency

coefficient K, used to characterize the rheological properties
of fluids, can also be calculated and analyzed (eq 2). n and K
also evaluate the thickening ability of CO2 thickeners on CO2

fracturing fluids.23
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2.4. Analysis of Reservoir Permeability. The flow ability
and oil recovery of crude oil in the formation are determined
by the reservoir permeability, and a high permeability can allow
CO2 fracturing fluid to flow along reservoir fractures toward
deep reservoirs. Additionally, a large oil recovery rate also
increases with the increase of reservoir permeability. Therefore,
the reservoir sealing by chemical agents such as CO2 thickeners
directly affects crude oil production and reservoir pollution.24

Qvl
A P P( )1 2

=
(3)

where α is the reservoir permeability, D. Q presented the
volume flow rate of CO2 fracturing fluid, m3/s. A is the cross-
sectional area, m3. P1 is the inlet pressure of drill-core, MPa. P2
is the outlet pressure of drill-core, MPa.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Synthesis of CO2 Thickener. 50 mL of ethanol, 19

mL of octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane, 15 mL of tetramethylte-
traphenylsiloxane, and 10 mL of tetramethyltetrahydrosiloxane
were added into a 250 mL single ended flask, and these
chemicals are stirred evenly at 70 °C and oxygen free
conditions. Subsequently, 2.5 mL of sulfuric acid was added
to the mixed liquid and the reaction continued for 5.5 h. 30
ppm chloroplatinic acid and 10.3 mL acrylic acid-3-
(trimethoxysilyl) propyl ester were further added to the initial
product and subjected to a hydrosilylation reaction for 2.5 h
and 50 °C. Chemicals with small molecules and low boiling in

Figure 2. Preparation process and chemical characterization of thickeners. (a) Synthesis process. (b) 1H NMR spectrum of ADP. (c) 13C NMR
spectrum of ADP. (d) FT-IR spectrum of ADP. (e) Physical picture of ADP.
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the final product were eliminated at 140 °C, and a polymer
named ADP with a light green transparent liquid is the CO2
thickener synthesized in this investigation. The synthesis
process and chemical characterization of CO2 thickener is
shown in Figure 2. In addition, Ester group, carbonyl group,
and phenyl group as functional groups showed a great
influence on the solubility of thickener in supercritical CO2,
reservoir permeability CO2 viscosity.

3.2. Effect of CO2 Thickener Types and Content on
the Apparent Viscosity and Permeability. The influence
of the thickener type and thickener content on the apparent
viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid and reservoir permeability is
shown in Figure 3 at 333 K and 30 MPa. In addition, a
commercially available polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was
considered as a reference material for comparing the
performance differences of the prepared CO2 thickeners. It

Figure 3. Effect of the thickener content on the apparent viscosity and reservoir permeability. (a) Relationship between thickener content and
viscosity. (b) Relationship between thickener content and permeability. (c) Commercial products for sealing in cracks. (d) ADP for sealing in
cracks.

Figure 4. Effect of the reservoir pressure on the apparent viscosity and reservoir permeability. (a) Relationship between reservoir pressure and
viscosity. (b) Relationship between reservoir pressure and permeability. (c) Interaction between thickener and CO2. (d) Shape of thickener affected
by pressure in cracks.
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can be seen from Figure 3a that the thickened CO2 fracturing
fluid showed a bigger viscosity than the pure supercritical CO2
(0 wt % thickener), and the increase in apparent viscosity of
the CO2 fracturing fluid implied an appropriate thickening and
a potential application capability. Therefore, ADP represented
a better thickening ability than that of commercial CO2
thickener (PDMS) at the same content, and a completely
different growth trend is presented between ADP and PDMS
when the thickener content changed from 0 to 3 wt %. 1 wt %
ADP (1 wt %) can increase the apparent viscosity of the CO2
fracturing fluid to 1.5 mPa·s, while PDMS at this concentration
can only reach an apparent viscosity of 0.9 mPa·s. In addition,
3 wt % ADP can increase the apparent viscosity of CO2 from
0.04 to 7 mPa·s, while PDMS can only increase the apparent
viscosity of the CO2 fracturing fluid by 2.96 mPa·s. The
apparent viscosity improvement occurred because of the inter-
reaction among CO2, thickener, and cosolvent (cyclohexane),
and the interactions among molecules can form a dense grid
structure.15,16 Furthermore, the grid structure could be more
dense with increasing the thickener content, and the apparent
viscosity increases with the increase of thickener content
macroscopically.25 However, ADP at the same concentration
exhibits a more excellent thickening ability compared to
PDMS, mainly because CO2-philic group of ADP such as ester
and carbonyl group could contribute to construct the
intermolecular chemical bond, but the construction of
chemical bonds was hindered due to the lack of functional
groups in PDMS.26,27

Figure 3b showed the effects of thickener content on the
reservoir permeability at 330 K and 30 MPa. As can be seen
from Figure 3b that an increasing thickener content resulted in
a decreasing reservoir permeability, and the 0.6 mD of pure
CO2 fracturing fluid (containing 0 wt % PDMS) is significantly
higher than the 0.5 mD of CO2 containing 1 wt % PDMS. In

addition, a similar permeability change was exhibited for the
CO2 fracturing fluid containing ADP, a reduced reservoir
permeability was demonstrated with increasing the ADP
content. A decrease in permeability of 0.05 mD is shown
when the ADP content increases from 0 to 1 wt %. Relatively
small solubility of polymer in CO2 causes free thickener
molecules to remain in reservoir fractures, resulting in a large
number of fractures being blocked. The dissociative thickening
molecules increase with the increase of thickener content,
which directly caused more severe sealing of reservoir fractures.
In addition, PDMS lacking functional groups is prone to
plugging reservoir fractures, but a large number of ester groups
enhance the solubility and interaction of ADP in CO2. Thus,
the little dissociative ADP not only increased the viscosity of
CO2 fracturing fluid but also reduced the sealing of reservoir
fractures (Figure 3c).
3.3. Effect of Reservoir Pressure on the Apparent

Viscosity and Permeability. Figure 4a presents the variation
trend of apparent viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid under
reservoir pressure, and the effect of CO2 fracturing fluid under
different reservoir pressures on reservoir permeability has also
been explored (Figure 4b). As shown in Figure 4a, a slowly
rising apparent viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid (3 wt %
thickener) was emerged as reservoir pressure increases from 10
to 30 MPa, which indicated that reservoir pressure was
conducive to improve the rheological property of CO2
fracturing fluid. It can be given from Figure 4a that a similar
trend of apparent viscosity was showed between reservoir
pressure and thickener content, but the thickened fracturing
fluid (containing 3 wt % ADP) only grew the viscosity
difference of 2 mPa·s when reservoir pressure increased from
10 to 30 MPa. Namely, a significantly smaller effect of reservoir
pressure on the CO2 viscosity occurred than that of the
thickener content from 0 to 3 wt %.28 In addition, ADP at the

Figure 5. Effect of the reservoir temperature on the apparent viscosity and reservoir permeability. (a) Relationship between reservoir temperature
and viscosity. (b) Relationship between reservoir temperature and permeability. (c) Interaction between thickener and CO2. (d) Shape of thickener
affected by temperature in cracks.
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same content exhibited a greater influence of reservoir pressure
on apparent viscosity than PDMS, and the CO2 fracturing fluid
containing 3 wt % PDMS only increased from 2 mPa·s at 10
MPa to 3 mPa·s at 30 MPa. Although the microgrid formed by
PDMS, CO2, and cyclohexane could reduce the same area
within the pressure range of 10 to 30 MPa, the minimal density
of the microgrid limited the influence of reservoir pressure on
fracturing fluids containing PDMS (Figure 4c). The reservoir
pressure compresses the microgrid, resulting in a decrease in
the area and an increase in density of individual microgrids.
The increase in microgrid density caused by reservoir pressure
is still the microscopic reason for the increase in the apparent
viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid.29,30

This investigation continued to analyze the effect of the CO2
fracturing fluid on reservoir permeability under different
reservoir pressures. It can be given from Figure 4b that the
CO2 fracturing fluid containing 3 wt % ADP could increase
reservoir permeability from 0.25 mD at 10 MPa to 0.3 mD at
30 MPa, a significant increase in permeability trend is exhibited
with an increase in the elevated reservoir pressure, and the
effect of reservoir pressure on permeability is significantly
opposite to the effect of thickener content in Figures 3b and
4b. In addition, the increasing trend of the CO2 fracturing fluid
containing PDMS on reservoir permeability is significantly
higher than that of ADP, and the reservoir permeability can
increase from 0.14 mD at 10 MPa to 0.21 mD at 30 MPa. Two
reasons can explain the above phenomenon: ① Reservoir
pressure reduced the microscopic distance between dissocia-
tive molecules, which was instrumental in enhancing the
interaction between the thickener and supercritical CO2. The
dispersed thickeners are soluble in supercritical CO2 easily due
to the enhanced intermolecular forces, which avoided or
reduced the sealing of fractures by undissolved thickener.15 ②
The undissolved PDMS sealed in reservoir fractures was also
compressed and reduced due to the increase in reservoir

pressure; more voids in reservoir fractures alleviate the sealing
effect of thickeners, and more fracturing fluid can pass through
the fractures more smoothly and enter deeper reservoirs
(Figure 4).
3.4. Effect of Reservoir Temperature on the Apparent

Viscosity and Permeability. Figure 5 showed the effect of
reservoir temperature on the apparent viscosity and reservoir
permeability by a CO2 fracturing fluid at 3 wt % thickener at 30
MPa and 170 s−1. As shown in Figure 5a, a viscosity change
trend completely different from the thickener content and
reservoir pressure is presented when the reservoir temperature
increased from 303 to 333 K. The apparent viscosity of the
CO2 fracturing fluid gradually decreased with an increase in the
reservoir temperature, and a relatively slight effect of the
reservoir temperature below 313 K on apparent viscosity was
displayed. A reduction interval of 0.3 mPa·s for apparent
viscosity was observed with increase in the reservoir temper-
ature from 303 to 313 K. However, when reservoir
temperature was higher than 313 K, a rapidly decreasing
apparent viscosity change occurs. The apparent viscosity of the
CO2 fracturing fluid decreased from 7.6 mPa·s at 313 K to 7
mPa·s at 333 K. It can be analyzed from the curve trend in
Figure 5a that the higher the reservoir temperature, the greater
effect on the apparent viscosity of the CO2 fracturing fluid. In
addition, Figure 5a also indicated that the influence of reservoir
temperature on the apparent viscosity of CO2 fracturing fluid
containing PDMS is much lower than that of ADP, and the
apparent viscosity decreased from 3.5 mPa·s at 303 K to 3
mPa·s at 333 K. Although PDMS exhibits a smaller decrease in
the apparent viscosity than that of ADP, a basically consistent
decreasing trend is showed between these two CO2 fracturing
fluid.31 In brief, the reservoir temperature is not conducive to
the maintenance and enhancement of apparent viscosity.
Above all, The Arrhenius equation has already shown that the
molecular energy increased significantly because of the

Figure 6. Effect of shear rate on the apparent viscosity and reservoir permeability. (a) Relationship between the shear rate and viscosity. (b)
Relationship between shear rate and permeability. (c) Interaction between ADP and CO2. (d) Interaction between PDMS and CO2.
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increasing reservoir temperature (eq 4), and an improving
intermolecular repulsion was bespoken as the reservoir
temperature gradually elevated. The chemical bond between
two molecules will elongate due to these two forces, or the
chemical bond would break as the force reaches a certain value.
Broken chemical bonds, resulting from the increase in the
reservoir temperature, formed more dissociated molecules.
The unbroken chemical bonds also resulted in a sparse grid
density. The decrease in microgrid density caused by broken or
elongated chemical bonds is an important reason for the
influence of reservoir temperature on apparent viscosity.
Besides that, CO2 fracturing fluid containing ADP contains
more chemical bonds that can be cut or stretched, resulting in
a greater decrease in grid density (Figure 5b).32
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where molecular activation energy and frequency factor are
represented by Ef and A. Rg is a molar constant, and A and Rg
are considered as a constant value. w is the molecular motion
velocity.
As given in Figure 5c, the variation of reservoir permeability

with reservoir temperature is similar to the apparent viscosity
curve; a gradually decreasing permeability occurs as the
reservoir temperature increases. A decrease in reservoir
permeability of 0.4 mD is shown for the CO2 fracturing fluid
containing 3 wt % ADP at 30 MPa, and PDMS only exhibited a
decrease in reservoir permeability of 0.3 mD. The increasing
reservoir temperature will induce the elongation or fracture of
chemical bonds, while few chemical bonds among PDMS,
CO2, and cyclohexane are broken. The low solubility of PDMS
in CO2 has sealed off many reservoir fractures, and almost no
PDMS is released from CO2 although the reservoir temper-
ature increases.33 However, The high solubility of ADP in CO2
at a low temperature cannot seal reservoir fractures, but the
low solubility of ADP in CO2 at high temperatures can
aggravate the sealing of fractures (Figure 5d).
3.5. Effect of Shear Rate on the Apparent Viscosity

and Permeability. As seen in Figure 6a,b, a decreasing
apparent viscosity of the CO2 fracturing fluid and reservoir
permeability were shown with an increase in shear rate
between 170 and 270 s−1. It should be noted that this data
evaluation was carried out at the pressure of 30 MPa at the
temperature of 333 K and 3 wt % thickener content.
Commercial PDMS is still used as a reference material for
CO2 thickeners to explore the effects of shear rates under
different thickener type. When the shear rate was lower than
210 s−1, a reduction amplitude of 0.1 mPa·s of CO2 fracturing
fluid (containing 3 wt % ADP) was presented. However, a
shear rate greater than 210 s−1 will cause a significant decrease
in apparent viscosity, and the apparent viscosity decreased
from 6.9 mPa·s of 210 s−1 to 6.6 mPa·s of 270 s−1. However, a
greater impact on apparent viscosity is exhibited in CO2
fracturing fluids containing 3 wt % PDMS. The apparent
viscosity of the fracturing fluid will decrease to 2.3 mPa·s of
270 s−1, which is 0.7 mPa·s lower than 3 mPa·s of 170 s−1.
Shear force can cause damage or fracture of chemical bonds,
which can reduce the density microgrid and apparent viscosity.
ADP exhibited a superior shear resistance of the CO2
fracturing fluid than that of PDMS, which is attributed to
the functional groups contained in ADP. CO2-philic group of
ADP (ester group) not only was conducive to improve the

interaction with CO2 and cyclohexane but also form stable and
short chemical bonds.34 The stable chemical bonds with a
strong bond energy can withstand large shear forces. However,
the absence of functional groups in PDMS reduces the
interaction and weak chemical bond formation among PDMS,
CO2, and cyclohexane, and these chemical bonds with smaller
energy are easily sheared off under shear action (Figure 6c).35

It can be seen from Figure 6b that a decreased reservoir
permeability was shown with an increase in the shear rate from
170 to 270 s−1, and the effect of ADP on reservoir permeability
is significantly smaller than that of PDMS under different shear
rates. CO2 fracturing fluid containing 3 wt % ADP can achieve
a reservoir permeability of 0.3 mD at 170 s−1, and the reservoir
permeability of 0.27 mD is shown with 270 s−1 of shear rate.
However, the CO2 fracturing fluid containing 3 wt % PDMS
can decrease reservoir permeability by 0.06 mD when the shear
rate changed from 170 to 270 s−1, and ADP demonstrated a
superior shear resistance of the CO2 fracturing fluid than that
of PDMS. ADP can form stable chemical bonds with CO2 and
cyclohexane, which avoids the formation of dissociative ADP
molecular clusters. The weaker chemical bonds between
PDMS and CO2 are quickly sheared off under shear action,
and more dissociative PDMS can be blocked in reservoir
fractures.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel branched siloxane was synthesized Ring-opening
polymerization and hydrosilylation, and the prepared siloxane
thickener (ADP) for CO2 fracturing exhibited an excellent
thickening ability for CO2 fracturing fluid than that of
commercial PDMS. The increasing thickener content and
reservoir pressure contributed to promote the fluid viscosity
and rheological ability, but an increasing reservoir temperature
and shear rate was adverse to the apparent viscosity of CO2
fracturing fluid. In addition, the addition of ADP can effectively
alleviate reservoir permeability and exhibit less reservoir
damage than that of PDMS. A shorter and stronger chemical
bond is formed among ADP, CO2, and cyclohexane, and CO2
fracturing fluid containing ADP can form a denser microgrid
than PDMS. The microgrid density is considered as an
important reason for the performance changes of CO2
fracturing fluids.
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